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Backwards Design Template
Using Algebraic Equations and Graphs to Compare Cell Phones
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Links to Standards: These links will take you to a web page
CCSS ELA
CCSS Math
CCSS History/SS
Next Gen Science
Fine Arts
PE/Health
Computer Science/Technology
Foreign Languages

Stage 1-Desired Results
Content Standard(s):
Copy and paste them here:

CCSS.Math.Content.8.EE.B.5 Graph proportional relationships, interpreting the unit rate as
the slope of the graph. Compare two different proportional relationships represented in
different ways. For example, compare a distance-time graph to a distance-time equation to
determine which of two moving objects has greater speed.
CCSS.Math.Content.8.EE.C.7a Give examples of linear equations in one variable with one
solution, infinitely many solutions, or no solutions. Show which of these possibilities is the
case by successively transforming the given equation into simpler forms, until an equivalent
equation of the form x = a, a = a, or a = b results (where a and b are different numbers).
CCSS.Math.Content.8.EE.C.7b Solve linear equations with rational number coefficients,
including equations whose solutions require expanding expressions using the distributive
property and collecting like terms.
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Understanding(s):
Students will understand that . . .

Equations and graphs can represent
real world purchases and that variables
represent unknown quantities.

Essential Question(s):
What do you need to know before you
buy a cell phone?

Other Notes:

Stage 2-Acceptable Evidence
Performance Task(s)
How do the students prove they understand the
concept(s)?
What are the tasks?

Brochure comparing companies

Other Evidence and Formative
Assessment works:
Create graphs comparing data

Quiz/Test over equations and graphs

Stay within a given budget
Persuasive discussion with
mathematical data

Rubric: Create a rubric at http://rubistar.4teachers.org/
Copy the url to the created rubric and paste it here:

http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php?screen=PrintRubric&rubric_id=2365252&
Stage 3- Learning Plan
Learning Activities:
Type your lesson plan here:

Multi step equations
Graphing
Comparing numbers
Appropriate Data gathering skills
Time Frame-approximately 2 weeks
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Adapted from Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe-Understanding by Design

Lesson Contributors: Please type your names and your district’s name:
Justin Holman, Carrie Donnell, Sherrie Martini, Carrie Simkins
Directions: Save this pdf and email it to trossman@roe35.org
Or pwasilewski@roe35.org
Thank you for sharing!

